
Storage Bin Size Part Number

235h x 175w x 560d BIN 180

200h x 195w x 560d BIN 186

140h x 400w x 400d BIN 255

280h x 270w x 560d BIN 475

400h x 205w x 560d BIN 506

130h x 160w x 560d BIN 560

235h x 145w x 560d BIN 580

235h x 180w x 560d BIN 585

200h x 500w x 620d BIN 634

Storage bins are a useful way of keeping loose items safe within a freezer. Storage bins are manufactured from
anodised aluminium or stainless steel. All storage bins have either a fold down handle or hand grip. Bins can be
designed to have a handle on each end for transport if required. All storage bins are fitted with a label holder so
the user can easily identify which bin they require. Storage bins can be designed to fill the height of any freezer
compartment or be smaller and stored in a horizontal cold store.

STORAGE BINS

Storage bins can be manufactured to any size required,
our standard size bins are 140mm wide and 280mm wide
however many more are available, visit our website to
view the most popular range of storage bins. 

Drop on lids and hinged lids are also available if required
and can have an option to be locked to keep items inside
safe. Inserts can be added to the storage bins to divide it
into sections making it easier to separate items. 

If you require an aluminium storage bin it can be
produced in a range of colours including black, red, gold,
blue and purple. Aluminium bins are considerably lighter
than stainless steel which makes them easier for
transportation. 

ORDERING INFORMATION
 All bins are supplied with a handle or hand grip and label
holder. If you require your Storage Bin in stainless steel
add ‘SS’ to the end of the part number.
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Storage bin with dividers BIN 506D

Storage bin BIN 404

Storage bin with lid BIN 581


